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EXHIBITIONS AS RESEARCH

Exhibitions as Research contends that museums would be more attractive to both researchers and
audiences if we consider exhibitions as knowledge-in-the-making rather than platforms for disseminating
already-established insights. Analysing the theoretical underpinnings and practical challenges of such an
approach, the book questions whether it is possible to exhibit knowledge that is still in the making, whilst
also considering which concepts of “knowledge” apply to such a format. The book also considers what
the role of audience might be if research is extended into the exhibition itself.
Providing concrete case studies of projects where museum professionals have approached exhibitionmaking as a knowledge-generating process, the book considers tools of application and the challenges
that might emerge from pursuing such an approach. Theoretically, the volume analyses the emergence
of exhibitions as research as part of recent developments within materiality theories, object-oriented
ontology and participatory approaches to exhibition-making.
Exhibitions as Research will be of interest to academics and students engaged in the study of museology, material culture, anthropology and archaeology. It will also appeal to museum professionals with
an interest in current trends in exhibition-making.
Peter Bjerregaard holds a PhD in anthropology and works as program manager at Danish Museum
for Science and Technology. Until recently he was senior adviser of exhibitions at Museum of Cultural
History, University of Oslo. His recent interest has been on exhibitions as a particular mode of research
and in developing experimental approaches to exhibition-making that allow research to materialize in
non-textual forms. He has been project leader and curator for a number of exhibitions, among them
COLLAPSE –human being in an unpredictable world and Letting go. Together with Anders Emil Rasmussen
and Tim Flohr Sørensen he edited Materalities of Passing: Explorations in Transformation, Transition and
Transience (2016).
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INTRODUCTION
Exhibitions as research
Peter Bjerregaard

This volume argues that museum exhibitions can effectively work as a particular way of doing research,
a way of exploring the world around us rather than mirroring it. More than that, while this may not at
first glance seem to be a particularly revolutionary statement, we contend that, if taken seriously, it does
shake a number of the basic pillars of museum practice.
If the exhibition is research and not merely a way of communicating research, a number of questions
arise: Can we exhibit something, which we do not know the end result of, which is still in the making?
Which concepts of “knowledge” apply to such a format? How do we conceive of the roles between the
partakers in an exhibition process if this is not a matter of giving shape to a given content? How do we
conceive of the role of audiences in exhibitions if research is extended into the exhibition itself? Why,
indeed, should we even think of exhibitions as research rather than a platform to communicate the results
of research to a wider audience?
These are all questions that we will touch upon in the volume.

The idea of exhibitions as research
Museums and exhibitions have increasingly been referred to as “laboratories” (MOMA, 2014; Heller,
Scholz and Wegner, 2015; Treimo, this volume; Jørgensen, this volume) or “experiments”, respectively (Healy and Witcomb, 2006; Macdonald and Basu, 2007). These terms point to a move away from
understanding the museum as a site for representing the world to perceiving the museum, instead, as
an agent that produces its own particular effects. The museum does not simply mirror the world, but
constructs new perspectives and ideas that are generated through the particular mechanisms and qualities
of the very institution (Bjerregaard and Willerslev, 2016, pp. 226–235; Thomas, 2016, p. 9). One effect of
this approach to museums has been a focus on the capacity of exhibitions to generate research in and
through themselves (Macdonald and Basu, 2007; Lehman-Brauns, Sichau and Trischler, 2010; Herle,
2013; O’Neill and Wilson, 2015). Working intensely with collections, testing ideas out in a physical
environment, and relating more or less directly to a lay audience does not only tell us something new
about how to make exhibitions, but may also provide us with more insight into the subject matter of the
exhibition. That is, the exhibition has the potential to create a research surplus; through the making of
exhibitions we are liable to learn more about the topic of the exhibition. But, as we will explore further
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towards the end of the introduction, this research surplus does not only concern how much we know,
but also involves different ways of knowing. It seems as if the making of exhibitions allows us to understand things in ways that are different to the usual textual production of research, and can therefore add
perspectives to more conventional cycles of research (Rauff, 2010; Herle, 2013).
The question remains, however, how museums in their daily work may take advantage of such
observations. How can museums practically activate exhibitions as part of their research? This question
begs not only considerations on what kind of methods may be put in play, but also how we deal with the
institutional framework through which museums operate.
This volume is based in a collaborative project between the six Norwegian university museums,
entitled “Exhibitions as knowledge generating activity”, which will be referred to by its colloquial name,
The Colonization Project, throughout the volume.1 As part of this project, all six museums have engaged in
audience related activities that, each in their own way, have been designed to generate a research surplus.
That is, they were all asked not only to base their projects in ongoing research, but to design the projects
in such a way that we could expect to know more by allowing our knowledge to be processed through
an audience-related project. In order to achieve this, all six museums had to develop methods that went
beyond their ordinary exhibition activities.
The Colonization Project was the last part of a five year emphasis on developing the university museums
in Norway, supported by the Research Council of Norway (RCN). Within the Joint Research framework the RCN invited the university museums to develop models to strengthen their research collaboration and to engage the public in what was actually going in the university museums. Joint Research
started out with a relatively small grant, but as the university museums responded constructively to
the invitation more funds were added over the coming years. Thus, it is fair to say that, while pushing
the university museums to think in new directions, the RCN actually put a lot of trust in letting the
university museums develop their own perspectives and practices rather than having them answer to
strictly defined political thematics. This trust and openness on behalf of the RCN has been crucial in
generating the engagement and willingness to go beyond established practices that The Colonization
Project entailed.
The volume presents five of the six cases from The Colonization Project. In addition, we have invited
contributions from seven authors who have all been developing new practices and have theorised about
how we may think of exhibitions as research. Some of these authors are people we knew well from
our ongoing discussions on exhibitions as research and who have been invited in to take part in our
discussions. Others are people who made themselves noted by engaging not only in a theoretical debate
on the themes we were working on, but who have also realised their ideas in various kinds of audience-
related projects. We hope that these invited authors will show that the question of how to engage
exhibitions in research is far from a local Norwegian concern but a challenge that is taken up in various
ways in museums and research institutions on an international scale.
The volume has three overarching aims: First, we want to pause and reflect on the existing literature
and consider more closely what exhibitions as research may entail; secondly, we want to place such efforts
in concrete institutional settings, taking seriously not only the theoretical potentials but also the institutional challenges related to working deliberately with exhibitions as a kind of research; thirdly, we want
to suggest some methods that may be of use for other museums, sharing our own successes and failures
from The Colonization Project. It is our hope that such an approach will qualify in what sense we may
think of exhibitions as research and what it requires from museums to implement and elaborate on the
kind of experimental museology that seems to emerge from this approach.
To concretise our approach somewhat we will approach the overarching theme through three sub-
themes in which we find exhibitions and exhibition-making have particular potentials for creating
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a research surplus: the interdisciplinary collaboration involved in all exhibitions, the concrete physical engagement with objects and space, and the direct relation and access to a lay audience. Each of
these sub-themes will be presented in some detail below, but first I will try to trace where the idea of
exhibitions as research comes from, and reflect on the literature that has appeared on the topic within
recent years.

A critique of the critique
The notion of the exhibition as research emerged after a couple of decades where the main academic
interest in the museum institution came in the shape of critique (Haraway, 1984; Lumley, 1988; Karp
and Lavine, 1991; Vergo, 1993). Towards the end of the 20th century it seemed as if the museum was
facing the end of a particular museum paradigm (Hooper-Greenhill 1992, pp. 197–215). The role of the
museum as an authoritative institution that would present the encyclopaedic ordering of the world to its
audiences (ibid., pp. 2, 190) was challenged by a critique of the museum’s authority, of its alleged contribution to the maintenance of colonial world views, and a call for democratisation.
The critical approach to the museum basically had two fronts. On the one hand was the question of
political representation: How could museums represent other cultures –past or distant –and thereby take
authorship of the way these very cultures were presented to contemporary Western audiences? This front
effectuated a number of experiments in collaborations not only with what came to be termed “source
communities” but also with local communities, the public the museums catered for (Clifford, 1997; Karp,
Kreamer and Lavine, 1992).
The other front dealt with forms. Based particularly in Foucauldian analyses of the museum (Hooper-
Greenhill, 1992; Bennett, 1995) the purpose of the museum was revealed as not simply presenting
knowledge, but shaping how to know something. Thus, the design of installations and organisation
of objects were not merely a matter of making things available to an audience in an intelligible and
attractive way, but active parts of how the museum presented what was “real”. Therefore, the critical
approach to museums gave rise to numerous experiments in museum display that broke with more or
less positivistic approaches taking inspiration from contemporary art, the surrealist movement of the
1920s and 1930s as well as indigenous ritual and folklore (Heinich and Pollack, 1996; Karp and Wilson,
1996; Shelton, 2001).
The results of the changes going on in museums since the 1970s have by now, to some extent at least,
become commonplace (Thomas, 2016, pp. 30–35). Still, while acknowledging these contributions to
museum practice, it is fair to say that the attention to exhibitions as research can be conceived as a critique of the critique of the museum. While the critical museology made clear how the institution of the
museum was in many ways “out of sync” with (postcolonial, democratising) developments outside the
museum, the solutions offered often ended up de-constructing the truths of the past without offering
new suggestions on how the museum could work productively as a knowledge institution. Or, in other
words, while the outdated collection based research of most museums had left museum research harking
behind university based research (Sturtevant, 1969; Bouquet, 2001), the critical approach to museums
did not help defining a new approach to museum research but somehow left the museum in a politicised
maelstrom that seemed hard to get out of.
We believe that the orientation towards exhibitions as research is exactly an effort to formulate new
constructive potentials for museum based research and thereby reclaim the museum as a research institution (Basu and Macdonald, 2007; Bjerregaard and Willerslev, 2016; Thomas, 2016). But what does this
particular and somewhat strange institution have to offer if we go beyond encyclopaedic representations
of the world or a deconstruction of the same?
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The museum as experimental site
One of the early volumes to spark the debate on exhibitions as research was Sharon Macdonald and
Paul Basu’s anthology, Exhibition Experiments. In the introduction to the volume Macdonald and Basu
trace the history of the museum back to the scientific theatres where experiments were carried out in
front of an audience (Basu and Macdonald, 2007, p.2). They suggest that the contemporary museum
might profit from returning to a state where experiment and process, rather than finalised displays, are
at the centre of our attention. Indeed, the chapters of the volume are based in exhibitions within art
and social sciences that have been consciously designed and planned as experiments (see for instance
Cummings and Lewandowska, 2007; Weibel and Latour, 2007).
Most of the experiments presented in Exhibition Experiments are singular projects that to a certain
degree work as exceptions to the regular practices at the museums involved. However, increasingly, we
see the laboratory concept used to describe an ongoing practice within the museum institution (Porto,
2007; Heller, Scholz and Wegner, 2015; Treimo, this volume).
The concept of the laboratory points both to a move towards intellectual experimentation as well as
to a kind of social experimentation. Intellectually, the laboratory is, in its various guises, often conceived
as a place for risk taking. As contemporary exhibition-making often involves large sums of money these
processes tend to be highly regulated and developed according to specific goals. In such an institutional
landscape the laboratory becomes a place with a liberty to follow more loosely defined goals, go for
more radical themes and questions, and act on an ad hoc basis as ideas develop. Hence the laboratory is
an activity that consciously “opens up to the possibility of failure” (von Bose et al., 2015, pp. 46, 51) and
a more daring intellectual pursuit of problematics.
The laboratory work mode will be strange to most of the museum staff involved in the processes (see
for instance Jørgensen, this volume). Therefore, the laboratory also becomes a kind of social experiment in
the sense that it challenges the usual division of expertise in the museum. Most often, laboratory processes
are carried out in a close collaboration between participants from different disciplinary backgrounds,
which can in itself be challenging. But more than that, the laboratory often involves groups outside the
museum, and often the regular hierarchies are muddled so that non-researchers are involved in pursuing
research questions (Heller et al., 2015). As such, the laboratory experiments with how various groups
outside the institution may be productively involved, not merely as representatives of this or that community or social group, but as active participants in the intellectual process (von Bose et al., 2015, pp. 46–48).
In sum, the idea of the laboratory points to an understanding of research and knowledge as dynamic
entities. If the museum used to be the place we would go to know things “for sure” the idea of the
museum as laboratory suggests that the museum should be a space where we (a true “we” including both
museum staff and audiences) engage in knowledge-in-the-making. As a knowledge-producing technology,
the laboratory negates the authority of the museum to suggest final truths for its objects. Instead, the
laboratory suggests that the research produced in the museum and objects taken care of by the museum
should continuously be challenged and be inserted within processes inspired from and affecting the
world outside the museum (Heller, 2015, pp. 25–26).

Art as a way of knowing
As mentioned above, part of the critical museology was concerned with how knowledge and experiential
forms are intricately entwined. Making a display is not merely about making established knowledge tangible and accessible. Any kind of materialisation is in itself a way of knowing, a particular way of relating
to the world (Vogel, 1991; Hooper-Greenhill, 1992, pp. 191–197; Rogoff, 2003).
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A central tool to destabilise the taken-for-g ranted approach of most museums was the inclusion of art
and artists in the making of exhibitions. Early on, anthropological and historical museums collaborated
with artists who questioned the museum’s exclusive authority to truth claims and unearthed the untold
parts of the histories of museums and collections.2 More recently, installations playing in a realm between
cabinets of curiosity and conceptual art have emerged in museums of natural history creating displays
that defy our usual expectations of the museum as a site for ordering.3
However, when thinking of exhibitions as research it is not only the critical potential of art making
that is important. The material turn in both the humanities and social sciences spurred a renewed interest
in the materiality of objects and the capacity of material things to affect the social world (Gell, 1998;
Latour, 1999, 2005; Ingold, 2007). Suddenly art and research found a common ground for exploring
non-semiotic qualities of objects and materials.
In the article from which this volume has borrowed its title, Anita Herle (2013) describes how
collaborations with artists affected the results of the exhibition, Assembling Bodies, at the Museum of
Archaeology and Anthropology at the University of Cambridge. Assembling Bodies became a common
ground for researchers and artists to collaborate on the main theme of what makes up a body and what
counts as a body. By engaging in ways of assembling and juxtaposing new art works and objects from the
collections, artists and museum staff engaged in making new interpretations of both bodies of materials
(ibid., 125–129).
Ken Arnold (2016) has suggested another role that art may play in “reviving museum research”.
Arnold argues that art establishes a relation to objects that goes beyond mere recognition. The special way
museums ask us to look at things (Alpers, 1991), turns everything on display into an art object, breaking
the fixed and commonsensical approach through which we normally approach the world around us.
Thus, the exhibition urges us to look for another kind of expressiveness in things (Arnold, 2016).
What the collaboration with art and artists seems to bring into exhibition-making is a capacity to
break our conventional understanding of objects (Bouquet, 2000) and search for new constellations
offering new meanings. In this sense, “art” can be considered a strategy to activate what Benjamin has
called a vertical relation to childhood (Andersson, 2014, p. 61); a state where we are able to view the
world as open and still unsettled rather than fixed and ordered. This effect introduces a dynamic to the
exhibition medium, which has often been lost. If the classical modernist display argued for a stable relation between knowledge and the object on display, the critical approach pointed to the constructed
character of such alleged truths. What is suggested by the new kind of art-science relations is that knowledge is constantly changing. This is not to say that expertise is trivial or that all truth claims are equal,
but rather to point out that the task of research is not to protect established knowledge positions, but to
constantly seek out new things to be known. Thus, a presentation of research also has to be an enactment
of the dynamics of research.

A museum method?
While exhibitions, as the public window of museums, have naturally been a major concern for analyses of
the museum, another strand of analysis has been concerned with the way in which knowledge is created
in the museum, that is, the methods at work in museum work.
Nicholas Thomas (2016, pp. 65–114) has argued that museum work, based in collections, constitutes a
method of its own. Thomas focuses on the work leading up to a display; selecting objects and deciding
which objects are deemed relevant and for what reason. He identifies three steps in curatorial work: discovery, searching for objects and relations in collections and archives; captioning, putting words to objects;
and juxtaposition, displaying an object together with other objects (ibid., pp. 100–114). While these
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“moments” may seem like tedious tasks,Thomas argues that they urge the curator to explore some of the
basic categories we understand our world from:
The method is the use of the object in the exploration of what these categories and distinctions
might mean, where they come from, where they mislead and where they remain useful or
unavoidable.
(ibid., p. 106)
What is interesting about Thomas’s argument is that whereas most methodological approaches to
research would stress structure and rigour, the museum as method seems to systematically let research
drift into new directions. Working with and through collections, the researcher will continuously
be distracted by the possibilities offered by the objects. Hence, the museum researcher is constantly
led away from abstract theoretical frameworks and into the questions and possibilities imposed by
the objects and the archival material related to them (Thomas, 2010, p. 8; Bjerregaard, 2019). This
means that the museum as a method evokes a plethora of questions because it takes its departure in the
limitations of the collection. It is exactly this limitation and the concrete quality of objects that allow
the curator to develop new questions and insights that transgress the theoretical frameworks we often
ask research questions from.
While Thomas focuses on the curatorial work going on while making the exhibition, anthropologist Nikolai Ssorin-Chaikov has described how the exhibition, Gifts to Soviet Leaders, presented at the
Kremlin Museum in 2006, facilitated an unexpected body of data emerging from the public engagement evoked by the exhibition (Ssorin-Chaikov, 2013). As the title indicates, the exhibition displayed
gifts presented to various Soviet leaders, being both a portrait of the Soviet system and a commentary on gift-g iving (which, with reference to the famous work of Marcel Mauss, is a central topic in
anthropological theory).
But what the curators could never have imagined was the attraction that the exhibition’s guest book
had for the audience. Not only did the guest book attract a large number of entries, it also turned out
to become a public discussion of the transition Russian society had gone through from the Soviet
Union to contemporary Russia (ibid., pp. 167–168). In this sense, the museum, as a social meeting
place, generated an independent research field. While this field was obviously constructed, in the sense
that it did not exist before the intervention of the researcher, it was none the less capable of generating
a particular kind of data in a particular format that would not have been available had it not been for
the exhibition.
Thus, both Thomas and Ssorin-Chaikov argue for the exhibition as a method to overcome our own
preconceived framings as researchers; one may ask, then, how we may work more consciously with the
museum as a scientific method.
Another approach to exhibitions as method has been in terms of applying exhibitions to test theoretical validity. Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel have argued along such lines with reference to their
exhibition, Making Things Public (Latour, 2005; Weibel and Latour, 2007). The curators argue that it is
“the un-realistic nature of exhibitions” that makes the museum a good space for experimenting in a way
that may potentially turn into a failure. Thus, the exhibition should ask questions that can ultimately be
proven or falsified (Weibel and Latour, 2007, p. 96):
Once this question is raised, the only way to experiment with it is by conducting a real experiment
with real images brought into the imaginary space of the museum.
(ibid., 104)
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Making Things Public was above all a rejection of modernist science. However, the final installation in this
exhibition was conceived as a modernist art object. Thus, Weibel and Latour suggest, the overall argument could be validated by the audience’s attraction to this final installation. If the modernist art work
still seemed more convincing to the audience than the other, more open-ended and performative works
presented in the exhibition, the show would have failed in its argumentation (ibid., p. 106).
This way of challenging the way research expresses itself and may be valued by an audience of non-
peers also seems to allow research to engage in other kinds of reasoning and to pose questions which
may be lost to more conventional scientific practice. What is often thought of as the intrinsic problem
of exhibitions –that they are always interpreted differently by audiences from what was intended by the
makers, and that they express themselves through less precise media than text –can be turned into a creative element that allows exhibitions to let in new perspectives and ideas.

The organisation of the volume
At the very first workshop in The Colonization Project, we identified three elements involved in exhibition-
making that seemed to us to be particularly salient for our efforts to develop new methods to integrate
exhibitions in the museums’ research: the cross-disciplinary nature of exhibition work; the physical and
sensate engagements with objects and space upon which exhibitions are built; and the access to a lay
audience.
While these three areas are obviously closely integrated in all the case studies presented in this volume
we decided to try to focus on one theme at a time both in our three joint workshops during the project’s
lifetime and in our writings for this book. So, while we present the three themes as individual sub-
sections of the volume they should really be considered as integrated parts of a process.

Cross-disciplinarity
Cross-disciplinarity4 has been one of the most central buzzwords in research and education over the
recent 10–15 years. The call for cross-disciplinary research has been grounded in the assessment that
most of the central applications of science and research –as for instance the consequences of climate
change –are of such complexity that they cannot be solved within individual disciplines but need to be
approached through a variety of methods and analytics.
But cross-disciplinarity has other kinds of connotations in the museum. If we look back, not that long
ago, actually, the museum did not house the range of expertise we see today. The turn of the 20th-century
curator would not only make exhibitions, but also study the collections and take care of objects (Arnold,
2015). But within the last 30–40 years the broad expertise of the museum curator has increasingly been
split up into sub-disciplines. Most remarkable, perhaps, has been the degree of specialisation taking place
within museum communication (Alberti, 2009, pp. 153–188) and within conservation, which has placed
itself no longer as a craft, but as a science in and of itself (Alberti, 2009, pp. 123–152; Arnold, 2015).
While this increasing specialisation and professionalisation has undoubtedly developed a productive
set of skills within the museum it has also, in many instances at least, caused a lack of clarity of the purpose
of the museum as an institution that deals with research, collection management and public outreach
at one and the same time. Indeed, one of the common experiences of the six museums involved in The
Colonization Project was that it was quite difficult to organise collaboration across departmental divides
within the museum.
The challenge that cross-disciplinarity poses to contemporary museums may therefore be stated as
how do we utilise the potential of the many branches of disciplinary expertise working in the museum in such a way
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that we produce something that transgresses each of the disciplines, but without losing the expertise? The answer
to this question is obviously not a nostalgic retreat to the old curator-function. Rather it seems to be a
matter of organisation.
The aim could, however, very well be measured by the ideal of the old kind of museum curator.
In that sense the museum could represent a vibrant, un-disciplined way of doing research, which
focuses on the question to be explored, rather than on the question’s disciplinary belonging, and
applies the specific means made available by the museum (Bjerregaard, 2014; Brichet and Hastrup,
this volume).
In Henrik Treimo’s opening article in this volume we are presented with a concrete suggestion for
how to reinvigorate the cross-disciplinary potential of the museum. The LAB at the Norwegian Museum
of Science and Technology consists of three separate zones; one for conservators, one for designers and
one for researchers. In the middle of this space a large table makes up the physical meeting space between
the zones. This permanent spatial construct allows museum staff from different departments to meet and
exchange ideas related to ongoing projects. The cross-disciplinary collaboration in the LAB includes a
number of actors from outside the museum (basically, all interested parties showing interest during the
progression of a project), and it ultimately aims for the LAB to become the museum’s favoured work
mode rather than an exceptional experiment. Thus, the LAB works as a laboratory for developing particular museum-perspectives across disciplinary divides.
Anneleen Kool and Axel Dalberg Poulsen’s case of the Viking Garden at the Botanical Garden of the
Museum of Natural History in Oslo (Chapter 2) shows how cross-disciplinary collaboration can lead to
new approaches within one scientific discipline. The Viking Garden started out as informal exchanges
between archaeologists and biologists on the spread of plant and animal species through Viking travels
and ended up as a new installation in the Botanical Garden. This case shows that we should not limit our
understanding of exhibitions as research to the individual exhibition as product. From the original collaboration with archaeologists and the making of the garden as such, an idea emerged for a new research
project on genetic material from the archaeological collections, a project that was eventually granted a
generous sum of approximately €800,000 from the Research Council of Norway. This shows how the
cross-disciplinary collaboration involved in exhibition-making should not necessarily be seen as the
end result in itself, but can work effectively as a way to generate original ideas for more conventional
monodisciplinary projects.
One notorious challenge in cross-disciplinary collaborations is that even while, on the surface, we
may seem to talk about the same theme, it often turns out that established disciplinary frameworks and
perspectives hinder any true dialogue. In their chapter on the making of a film for an exhibition on
amulets, Nathalia Brichet and Frida Hastrup argue that exhibition work can, in effect, create a kind of
“un-disciplined” research where multiple parties are engaged in an extended discussion on the meaning
and value of specific concepts (Chapter 3). Following the interviews with people whom Brichet would
meet during her making of a film in London, the chapter investigates what an “amulet” actually is and
what it may mean to a diverse group of people. Thus “the amulet” does not exist as a defined category from the beginning, but emerges through an extended conversation, not only between museum
professionals, but also with people Brichet would meet more or less coincidentally. What is interesting
here is that this dialogue between various interlocutors is made possible by avoiding an interpretation and
definition of what an amulet is beforehand, turning, instead, the making of the film (and the exhibition)
into a truly explorative process.
These cases show us that cross-disciplinarity is not merely a matter of distributing labour, but a particular kind of enquiry that challenges the concepts we construct knowledge on and through.
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Sensing knowledge
The return of academic interest in museums in recent years reflects the huge interest in objects and
materials that has appeared across a wide range of disciplines (Gell 1998; Latour and Weibel, 2005; Classen
and Howes, 2006; Macdonald and Basu, 2007; Herle, Elliott and Empson, 2009; Dudley, 2010, 2012).
Constance Classen and David Howes (2006) have argued for a more extended use of sensate means in
order to better grasp the worlds we represent in museums. According to this approach smells, sounds and
tactile experiences can be applied to generate a comprehension of life in a certain time period or a particular place in the world. Several of the cases in the present volume have a similar interest in the capacity
of what we may call material and sensate experiences. However, the focus is not so much on the representational qualities of such material experiences, but on engagements with objects and materials as a
productive way of discovering new perspectives. If Thomas’ approach to the museum as method focussed
on the way in which antiquarian work will lead the researcher astray, searching for information beyond
established categories, several of the cases here consider what happens when we focus on objects not for
their capacity to carry information but for their material qualities and potentials as such.
Focussing on objects from such a perspective obviously begs the question of what kind of knowledge
we are actually dealing with. Can we talk about knowledge which cannot be expressed through language
and text? And if so, what status will such knowledge have, not only within academia, but also in the
museums’ interaction with audiences?
Ulrich Rauff has argued that it is exactly the non-textual quality of objects that makes them accessible
to interrogation:
[Exhibitions] bring up problems. They ask questions. […] The simple reason for this is that the
objects on display are material objects put together in juxtaposition or in any other spatial order
[…] they haven’t been reduced to mere descriptions. They haven’t been flattened down to print
lines. They still possess their full expressiveness, their aesthetic power.
(2010, p. 70)
Adam Bencard (Chapter 4) draws on Ian Bogost’s notion of “alien objects” in arguing that engaging
with (and creating new) objects can work as a mode to transgress our everyday view of things. Objects
and relations between objects have a capacity to sustain a degree of complexity that affords a holistic perspective on things, where parts can be present at the same time without being causally related. Based in
the presentation of an art work made for Mind the Gut, an exhibition on current research on mind-gut
relations, Bencard argues that interrogating into things allow us to make leaps and connections we would
not have achieved through a kind of research aimed for establishing semiotic “meaning”.
In Chapter 5, Kari K. Aarrestad reflects on the changing status of objects moving between museum
and market. As the University Museum in Bergen was shut down for renovation the staff decided to
experiment with alternative display venues. As a result an exhibition was organised in a local shopping
mall. This spatial displacement turned out to have effects akin to the ones described by Bencard. Being
exposed to objects that were alien to the setting in the mall made people in the mall pause in their
everyday flow of life and engage in discussions with the museum staff present in the mall. In this way
both audiences’ and the museum staff ’s conceptions of the objects on display were explored through
these encounters.
In Chapter 6, I return to the traditional setting of the museum. Reflecting on the making of a
cross-disciplinary exhibition entitled COLLAPSE –human being in an unpredictable world, I argue that
exhibition-making enacts a kind of knowledge-making process which we may term “collapsology”. The
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participants in COLLAPSE were challenge to look beyond their expert knowledge and engage in a
number of workshops focussed on solving challenges through working with objects and materials. In this
sense the making of the exhibition generated a process of de-construction and re-constructing, whereby
new orders in the collections were suggested.
Elizabeth Hallam (Chapter 7) traces recent experiments in anthropological and museological research
where the status of objects and spaces has been challenged. Based in two cases (“Designing bodies” and
“Room experiments”) she points to the “conceptually emergent” character of objects and space in
these projects. Thus, she suggests the term “object-spaces” as a concept that points our attention to how
objects and space constitute each other in the development of exhibitions. In this sense, the exhibition is
never fixed as visitors are also enrolled in these ongoing transformative processes.

Collaborating with audiences
If there is one major trend that has struck museums in recent years it must be collaboration with
audiences. Coined as “inclusion” or “outreach”, as “co-design” or “userdriven development”, the turn
towards engaging with people outside the museum not only as audiences but as creative agents in the
making of exhibitions has evolved into an integrated practice in many museums. Nina Simon’s The
Participatory Museum (2010) has become a landmark in the debate on participation. Simon’s central contribution was probably that she did not simply celebrate participation, but critically engaged with when
and how participation makes sense to both the museum and its audiences and that she did not simply
consider the effects of participation in abstract, politico-theoretical terms but grounded it in concrete
experiences and requirements.
However, in museums the focus has primarily been on the political, democratising effects of engaging
with audiences, while only little has been written on the merits of participation in terms of developing
new research (see Ssorin-Chaikov, 2013 for an exception). We have a considerable body of literature that
will verify the value of such participatory projects to the audience and to the popularity of the museum.
But how may they enhance the museum’s research?
Graham (Chapter 11) engaged with people with learning disabilities who attended two Day Centres
in Croydon, London, prior to their closing due to changes in the political environment. The aim of
the collaboration was to stage an exhibition on life in the Day Centres. As Graham rejects a simple
“representation” of how life was in the Day Centres she ends up in what resembles an ethnographic fieldwork, where the worlds of the people she engages with slowly open to her. In this way, the collaborative
task of identifying objects to be displayed and identifying narratives to be told generates not only a deep
knowledge of the history of the Day Centres but also what Graham calls a “participatory ontology”, an
understanding of what it means to live with a learning disability, by taking part in the material, social and
political relations through which this worldview emerges.
Jørgensen (Chapter 10) traces how the NTNU University Museum in Trondheim tried to establish
a laboratory where various audience groups could engage in developing a new cross-disciplinary exhibition on colonisation processes in mid-Norway. Jørgensen demonstrates how new ideas came about
through this engagement, but she also shows how the museum’s researchers felt little inclination to take
part in the laboratory phase of the project. It was only as the project reached the exhibition phase, with
a given deadline and “natural” responsibilities distributed, that the researchers engaged fully in the process. As a result, the potential spin-offs from the engagements in the laboratory were not fully integrated
in the exhibition and the museum’s ongoing research. The experiences from this project reveal some of
the difficulties involved in exhibitions as research as new, and perhaps less predictable, work models are
required.
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But the focus on engagement with audiences also forces the museum to act as an active agent beyond
the confines of the museum building. Hege Hollund and her colleagues from AMS, the Museum of
Archaeology at the University of Stavanger (Chapter 9), describe a number of engagements between
the museum and different groups of children and youths in the Stavanger area. In contrast to the other
museums in The Colonization Project, AMS did not focus on one single exhibition. Starting out simply
trying to identify relevant collaborators, a network soon expanded, engaging the museum with high
schools and other educational institutions in town. Eventually, the project generated new data as school
children were asked to keep a dietary diary and analyse hair samples, which were compared to genetic
data from excavations from a medieval churchyard in the centre of town.
Jacqui Mulville’s case of the “Guerilla archaeology” group at University of Cardiff (Chapter 8) describes
how interaction with young people at music festivals has created a somewhat anarchistic approach to
involving the public in questions of science. Mulville demonstrates how thinking of ways to approach
and engage non-archaeologists in archaeological questions forces the guerrilla archaeologist to come
up with projects that transgress established archaeological reasoning. Hence, engaging with audiences at
music festivals brings to the fore questions that would never have been raised with archaeological peers.

Exhibitions as research –but not that kind of research
It may be noticed that none of the chapters in this volume talk about research in the conventional sense
of the term: systematic data gathering and careful observation and analysis in order to test a hypothesis.
One may certainly imagine ways of carrying out research on these terms through exhibitions, but the
exhibition does not promise to be neither particularly efficient nor particularly attractive to an audience
if its main aim is to copy the way research is undertaken outside the museum.
In fact, all the cases presented in this volume call for research to do “otherwise” (Bouquet, 2000); to
work in different ways than usual, to engage with other groups than usual, to think and discuss in other
ways than usual. So, one may ask –does it really make sense to talk about exhibitions as research if what
they do is to negate most of the procedures we would normally think of as characteristic to research?
We would argue that it does make sense, and further that –given the way in which contemporary
frameworks for research increasingly focus on the production of “results” in terms of peer reviewed
articles, research funding, and so on –we think that the processes presented in this volume actually help
us to focus on what research is about. The focus on the products of research has a tendency to undermine the less tangible effects of research to constantly challenge the limits of our thinking and ask new
questions about the constitution of the world.
It is exactly through the request to “do otherwise” that the process of making exhibitions (and
other kinds of audience related activities) adds to research. By bringing researchers and non-researchers
together, by asking people to think through objects and space, and by asking research to transgress its
internal jargon and formulate questions that can be shared by a general audience, the exhibition inserts
a layer of playful imagination to the research process that has the potential to guide research in new
directions.
Therefore, while exhibitions may not produce research results as such they may be productively
introduced as part of the larger cycles of research that the museum undertakes. In order to be fulfilled,
these potentials need to be ingrained in an institutional framework that is open to this way of working.
And as this volume shows us, turning exhibitions into research does not always go as smoothly as
intended. Several of the cases in the book demonstrate how such ways of “doing otherwise” breaks with
the museum’s sense of normality. In fact, it goes against most of the central pillars of modern organisational models in museums.
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If we allow ourselves to paint a somewhat simplified picture, most modern museums adhere to an
organisational model, adapted from private enterprise, that stresses efficiency. In order to create a rational
and efficient organisation, staffs are divided according to professional expertise and their responsibilities
distributed accordingly. Projects, like exhibitions, are organised with clear-cut aims, exact progression
plans and milestones and, as far as possible, a plan for the involvement of the various participants that
allows for predictability so that the engagement in exhibition-making can go along with all the other
various tasks that the staff are dealing with (see for instance Hein, 1990, pp. 142–145; Lord and Lord,
2002; Matassa, 2014).
There is nothing wrong with this as such. Careful planning of activities is a necessity for any organisation and as most museums rely on public funding they should not close in on themselves, but be truly
engaged in making themselves relevant –although what is deemed relevant is obviously something to be
discussed (see for instance Nielsen, 2015; Simon, 2016).
However, if we want to turn exhibitions into research, the exhibition will not progress according to
the most efficient plan, but according to the curiosity and serendipity involved in finding out. If we consider an exhibition as research we cannot plan how it will develop before we engage in searching out –in
selecting, discovering and captioning, as Nick Thomas (2016, pp. 100–114) would say.
Moreover, we cannot rely on the routine division of labour involved in exhibition work. Most of the
laboratory projects emerging nowadays are based in bringing participants out of their regular work mode
to engage in processes that they will consider beyond his or her core competency. In a sense, we may say
that in the laboratory, expertise is floating. This does not mean that the researcher should be turned into
a designer, the conservator into an interpreter or the interpreter into a researcher. It does mean, however,
that expertise consists in facilitating a productive collaboration between these different experts with a
common question in mind, which will often bring staff out of their routines and into more uncertain
ground.
Finally, approaching exhibitions as research also means that we cannot decide beforehand what is
relevant in each of our projects. As Thomas (2010, p. 7) points out, relevance can “happen upon” us,
which means that you have to be open and alert to what may actually happen and to change direction
accordingly: What comes out of the collections, what comes out of the collaborations across disciplines,
what comes out of engaging with various audience groups in the process?
Therefore, practising exhibitions as research is not merely one mode of exhibition-making. It is,
in practice, a re-modelling of the museum as an institution. This is also what the cases presented in
this volume show us. Probably, looking back today, some of the institutions that took part in The
Colonization Project would declare that they would never go down that alley once again, while others
continue to work out models that will accommodate these unpredictable processes within the larger
museum machinery.

Conclusion
In a review of an exhibition, Walter Benjamin once observed that “the visitor is not expected to leave
the exhibition feeling learned, but smarter …”, and, he continued, “[t]he task of a genuine, effective presentation is exactly to detach knowledge from the limitations of specialism and make it practical” (Benjamin in
Korff, 1999, p. 6, my emphasis).
On the basis of the contributions to this volume we may argue that one modality of this detachment
comes from the way the exhibition requires us to (at least partly) detach ourselves from “knowledge” as
based in text and turn knowledge into something that works independent from text in its material and
spatial configuration. As such, the exhibition works as a creative imposition that demands that research
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releases itself from its “specialism” (or, exclusivity, one might say) and engage in an associative play of
possibilities. As Ulrich Rauff (2010) has argued, being based in objects the exhibition defies in a forceful
way any attempt to make strong claims on the world. Released from the text, research is thrown back
into the world, having to find practical solutions to materialise itself as spatial situations audiences will
be willing to engage in.
Therefore, we suggest that the status of the exhibition as research needs to be considered not as an
end product, but as part of a larger process. It is imperative to understand this playful, challenging and
associative approach to research if one wants to embrace exhibitions as research. If we used to think of
the role of the exhibition as conveying, in the most accessible and attractive way, what had already been
found out, this new approach urges us to see the exhibition as a bridgehead (Runia, 2006, pp. 21–22), a
means for identifying new questions, new ways of interrogation.
As a consequence, working with exhibitions as research is not just a matter of including researchers
in the organisation of a singular exhibition project. Exhibition as research must be understood as a
moment in a longer impregnation of research that entails working consciously with how ideas emerging through exhibition work may be integrated in larger cycles of research within the institution and
beyond.
For some, this may mark the final loss of scientific authority, a kind of post-modern final killing off
of the virtues of modern science. However, we believe that the chapters of the present volume show that
this is in fact not the case. Approaching exhibitions as research in and of themselves does not reflect a
loss of faith in research, but it asks for research to go even further and turn its problems into material,
experiential consequences.

Notes
1 The six Norwegian university museums are: The Arctic University Museum of Norway in Tromsø, The Science
Museum at University of Science and Technology in Trondheim, the University Museum in Bergen, the
Archaeological Museum at University of Stavanger, Natural History Museum at University of Oslo, and Museum
of Cultural History at University of Oslo. As part of the project all six museums were challenged to make an audience related activity that: (1) defined a research topic that the project should develop more insight on; (2) included
collaboration with groups outside the museum; (3) took up colonisation as its theme.
2 See for instance Fred Wilson’s exhibitions in the Maryland Historical Society in Baltimore (Karp and Wilson,
1996) and Museum of World Culture in Gothenburg, Anthony Shelton’s work at the Horniman Museum in
London (Shelton, 2001) or the exhibitions at Musée d’Ethnographie Neuchâtel.
3 See for instance the ongoing work at Museum für Naturkunde in Berlin, Musée de la Chasse et de la Nature in
Paris, and the installations of Mark Dion in various museums.
4 I am aware of the various definitions of «cross-disciplinarity», «inter-disciplinarity», «multi-disciplinarity” etc. (see
for instance Stember, 1991). However, as the cases presented in this volume did not clearly define the nature of
their collaboration across disciplinary divides, I have decided to use “cross-disciplinarity” as a general term here.
1 This chapter is a result of several years of discussions related to the question of research in museums at the
Norwegian Museum of Science and Technology. Some preliminary ideas emerged at the conference “Museale og
arkivale praksiser”, University of Oslo, 29–30 November 2012. My thanks are due to all of my colleagues with
whom I have discussed and been inspired by, and encouraged to continue this, indeed, collaborative endeavour.
The research for this chapter is partially supported by the Arts Council Norway under the programme on the
societal role of museums (“Museenes samfunnsrolle”). Regarding the present text, I am immensely grateful to
the museum librarian, Relsen Larsen, for her support, Olav Hamran for reading and commenting on the text,
and Ketil Gjølme Andersen and Ageliki Lefkaditou for their involvement in the whole experiment, insightful
comments and perspectives, and compassionate help with the English language. Thanks also to the anonymous
reviewer, for their insightful comments and engagement with the text.
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2 LAB is our short term for laboratory. Capital letters are used to underline that it is a particular practice and
method at the Norwegian Museum of Science and Technology.
3 Organization Todt (1938–1945) was a semi-state-owned civil and military engineering organisation answering
to Hitler only. It was a tool for the expansion plans of the Third Reich, to establish a large space under German
control, referred to as “das Grossraum”. OT controlled a workforce of 1.5 million people. The vast majority were
forcibly recruited (Andersen, 2017).
4 Other inquiries into issues of academic research in museums show that research that has been going on since the
early 1980s takes different forms and is experienced differently by museums. For example, the situation for many
natural history museums is quite different (see Anderson, 2008).
5 Attempts have been made to construct “research exhibitions” (meaning exhibition that present and record research
outcomes) with a thorough contextual framing to secure an authorial interpretation (as in, ideas communicated
unambiguously) and even peer-reviewing of these shows. The result did not turn out to be very successful (see
Rust and Robertson, 2003; Niedderer, Biggs and Ferris, 2006).
6 The exhibition was set up at the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology at the University of Cambridge,
in 2009.
7 “Thing –Technology and Democracy” was a celebration of the foundation of the Norwegian Museum of Science
and Technology –NMST –in 1914 and the 200th Anniversary of the Norwegian Constitution. The exhibition
was on from April 2014 to December 2015, and it was awarded for its experimental inclusion of visitors with the
ASTC, Leading Edge Award 2015 and the Mariano Gago ECSITE creativity award 2015. A presentation of the
exhibition is available here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Usj7VOTcYRg.
8 The research project “The Political Economy of Forced Labor: Organization Todt in Norway during World
War II” is financed by the Research Council of Norway (2010–2017). It was initially developed by the NMST
research curator, Ketil Gjølme Andersen. In 2011 the Museum decided to produce an exhibition alongside
the research project. From then on, Andersen played the double role of a researcher and curator. The project involves a total of 22 researchers and its academic home is at the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology in Trondheim.
9 The site where the stone is taken from has just recently, in 2009, been protected by the Ministry of Cultural
Heritage. It happened all of a sudden, due to an incident where a load of carved stones were “stolen”, as it said
in the local newspapers and media, and shipped to Cambridge, England, to build a war memorial (www.nrk.no/
ostfold/sjokkert-over-inngrep-i-kulturminne-1.6830786, accessed 28 Mar 2016).
1 There has also been renewed interest in materialisms within more established academic disciplines, and there have
been in the last decade materialist and ontological turns in areas such as literary studies, anthropology, political
theory, and history.
2 Also, the actual newness of these philosophies are worth discussing –how do they differ from earlier traditions
of thinking about materiality and objects? These discussions are pertinent, as the new interest in the ontologies
of things begins moving beyond the initial rush of newness and into a more considerate phase of sorting out
which of these speculative approaches and ideas that might have lasting value. Such discussions will not fit into the
confines this paper, but at this stage in their academic trajectory they are worth attention, not least because they
are symptomatic of a historical moment in which these themes seem to have particular significance and urgency.
3 Quoted from https://philosophyinatimeoferror.com/2010/05/25/jane-bennett-the-interview/, accessed 18
March 2018.
4 Quoted from http://bogost.com/writing/seeing_things_1/, accessed 18 March 2018.
5 Predictably, this has led to a number of critiques of OOO, one of them being that it seems to prefer aesthetics over
reasoning, practicing philosophy as ‘riffing’ on themes and suggestive metaphors, rather than sustained attempts
to reason –an process more akin to artistic production of half-glimpsed intuited insights over more deliberate,
carefully logical constructions. This critique, as raised for example by Nathan Brown who writes of the object-
oriented ontology that it collapses “into absurdity, irrelevance, and infinite regress”, (www.parrhesiajournal.org/
parrhesia17/parrhesia17_brown.pdf –see also Peter Wolfendales extended critique in Object Oriented Philosophy:
The Noumenon’s New Clothes) must be taken into account when attempting to gauge its usefulness. However,
I find that it is a productive in a museum context, in which aesthetics and half-glimpsed connections is a vital
force in what attracts us to museums in the first place. They are, as I have written about elsewhere, sites of
presence (Bencard, 2014), places where things and history is experienced with a fullness that cannot be captured
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in meaning, logic or reasoned narrative. In some sense, all exhibitions are ‘riffs’ on particular themes, concepts, historical periods and episodes, and so on, conjured into space, with all the strangeness and unexpected (good or bad)
qualities that arises from such contingency. This might also explain why OOO has been taken up most forceful
within the art world and in fields sensitive to poetry and aesthetics such as literary theory (see Object-oriented
environs, etc.).
It can be found online at http://bogost.com/writing/blog/latour_litanizer/.
From ontography, Bogost moves on to what he calls metaphorism, which I shall only briefly mention here:
Where ontography describes and enacts relations between objects, metaphorism is a form of creative distortion
for revealing how objects perceive and experience relations. A completely speculative and weird practice, which
uses “the clarity of distortion” to characterize the alien experience.
Similarly, philosopher Levy Bryant has suggested that these lists create a sort of epoché, as described by Husserl, a
moment of suspension of judgment about the external world. Following Husserl, the epoché is a way of breaking
with our fundamental “captivation-in-an-acceptedness.” Husserl argues that we can’t help but live in an unquestioning and unbroken belief in our customary life in the world, and that the epoché is a moment of bracketing
this immanence, this taking for granted of the structures of our normal existence. The ontographical list aims, in
a small way, at this sort of rupture.
See Bjerregaard, 2015b and 2015c for theoretical developments of this idea.
The report was written in Danish and not in Norwegian. This was due to the fact that the report was written by
two post-doctoral researchers –Anders Emil Rasmussen and the author of this c hapter –who were both working
on a research project led by KHM’s director Rane Willerslev.
“White Christ” or “Kvitekrist” was the old Norwegian name for Jesus Christ, stressing the purity connected to the
colour white in opposition to the darkness related to Norse mythology.
For instance, in Lewis White’s neo-evolutionism, a culture’s development can be measured by its capability to
bind energy, and thereby control the entropic flow of energy, in order to create stability and predictability (White,
1959). In Bateson’s famous idea of “information” as “the difference that makes a difference” (Bateson, 2000[1972],
271–273, 315–320, 454–471), this difference is equaled to negative entropy, that is, information is a way of turning
the meaningless flow of entropy into internal information in a system (ibid., 504).
In an earlier exhibition at the museum, “The Value of ‘X’”, the ethnographic curator in COLLAPSE, Arne
Perminow, and Tongan artist Filipe Tohi, had followed how such cross-patterns had developed.
A Venn diagram is a diagram that shows all possible relations in a given set. So, in our case, having three cases, the
diagram would show each case as a circle, and the three circles would create overlapping zones between Pioneer-
Polynesia, Pioneer-Urban gardening, and Polynesia-Urban gardening, as well as a central zone where all three
cases would overlap.
Anja came in late to the project as the first Stone Age expert had to withdraw from the project due to other project responsibilities.
Kava is a drink made from the root of the kava-plant, Piper methysticum. Kava is used throughout Polynesia.
If the printed word has formed a predominant medium for the communication of anthropology (Boyer et al.,
2016; Schneider and Pasqualino, 2014), nevertheless, work with a range of media is expanding; see for example
curatorial projects by the Ethnographic Terminalia Collective, http://ethnographicterminalia.org; and by the network Colleex –a collaboratory for ethnographic experimentation, https://colleex.wordpress.com. Laboratories,
convened at the Association of Social Anthropologists’ annual conferences (for example ASA2018 in Oxford)
and at the European Association of Social Anthropologists biannual conferences, are also an expanding forum for
developing experimental modes of anthropology.
I curated and produced the “Rooms experiment: a fast installation” in collaboration with a team: Ray Lucas, Jen
Clarke, Marc Higgin, and Elishka Stirton, with Dani Landau as production technician. Conducted with permission from the Estates department at the University of Aberdeen.
Mark Brown, “Gunther von Hagens’ Body Worlds to open London Museum”, The Guardian, online 6
September 2018.
“Body Worlds London”, www.bodyworlds.com, accessed October 2018.
As the guest curator of the exhibition I wrote all of the graphics panels (and selected images for these), case labels,
object captions, and textual headings for sections of the display. These were then edited by curatorial staff at the
RCS before I approved the final version.
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6 For relevant approaches to curating, see, for example, Graham and Cook (2010), Obrist (2014), O’Neill (2016).
7 For example the further generation of MARTYN under development for pediatric surgery (see Royal College
of Surgeons of England 21 November 2016; Craven et al., 2018), and a number of iterations of MARTYN were
being testing for functionality and potential utility in testing robotic surgery (see Marcus, Darzi and Nandi, 2013,
Marcus et al., 2014).
8 J.H. Hicks, “Mechanics of the Foot: The posterior hinge movement”, p. 15, typescript, c. 1955, MS0186/3/2,
RCS Archive.
9 J.H. Hicks, “Mechanics of the Foot III: The ‘windlass’”, p. 12, manuscript, early 1950s, MS0186/3/3, RCS
Archive.
10 Quoted in Oliver Wainwright, “The V&A’s £55m new courtyard: ‘Like a Marbella beach bar airlifted to South
Ken’”, Guardian, online, 28 June 2017.
11 For example, “Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty”, and “David Bowie is”, both at the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London.
12 Ellis Woodman, “The V&A’s new £48m Exhibition Road Quarter is a triumph –review”, Telegraph, online, 28
June 2017.
13 Ellen Himelfarb, “10 new museums opening in 2018: fresh additions to the world’s archaeology, art and design
scenes”, Spaces, online, 1 January 2018.
14 ArtScience Museum, website, www.marinabaysands.com, accessed 15 August 2018.
15 The Museum of the Future, www.museumofthefuture.ae, accessed 9 December 2018.
16 Kim O’Connell, “Dubai’s Museum of the Future Is Shaping Up as the World’s Most Complex Building”,
Redshift, online, 13 February 2018.
17 Sam Bridge, “Dubai’s Museum of the Future shortlists firms for tech innovation”, Arabian Business, online, 10
August 2018.
18 The team, drawing on anthropology, architecture and art, included Elizabeth Hallam (acting as curator) with Jen
Clarke, Marc Higgin, Ray Lucas, Elishka Stirton, and production technician Dani Landau.
19 “Rooms experiment: a fast installation” comprised four mixed-media interventions in the publicly accessible
Anatomy Rooms, Marischal College, located in the lecture theatre’s projection box, the vacated store of the
anatomy museum, the dissecting room, and an external staircase.
20 The installation was displayed during a week-long gathering of the “Knowing From the Inside” (KFI) project,
led by Tim Ingold, Department of Anthropology, University of Aberdeen.
1 In English: Where people walk.
2 In English: It was once a man.
3 Such a comparison allows active contributions from people of the region by sampling body tissue (hair) of
people living in the city/region today. Stable isotope analysis for palaeodietary reconstruction provides an ideal
opportunity to invite a wider audience to be both research objects and research partners. Obtaining modern isotope chemistry data allows testing of palaeodietary theory (you become what you eat), since their diet is known.
1 The concept of “workshop” is here defined as a period of discussion and practical work on a particular subject
by a group of people.
2 The complex collaboration processes going on in the making of an exhibition at NTNU Vitenskapsmuseet
are described by Steffensen (2012, pp. 65‒83) and Rokne (2012, pp. 85‒103) in Maurstad A. and Hauan, M.A.
(2012). Museologi på norsk ‒ universitetsmuseenes gjøren. Trondheim: Akademisk forlag.
3 Apart from my personal field diary notes, these documents are digitally archived as internal institutional
documents in connection to “The Colonising Project” at the NTNU University Museum.
4 Traditionally, the Norwegian University Museums manage collections in relation to the research disciplines
of archaeology, cultural history, ethnology, geology, paleo geology, natural history and biology. Despite a broad
range of collections, the overall research focus at the NTNU University Museum today is within archaeology and biology. Long-term exhibitions relate to these disciplines, while short-term exhibitions and travelling
exhibitions are more varied.
5 According to M. Bucchi (2008), cornerstones of the conception of diffusionist science communication are first,
that science is hard to understand for the general public, but that their deficits, ignorance or hostility to science
can be counteracted by appropriate injections of science communication. Second, that science therefore needs
mediation to be transferred from the scientists to the general public. The professionals singled out to bridge the
gap between experts and lay people and make science democratically available for all are, e.g., science journalists
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or museum staff. Third, that scientific facts are transferable without significant alterations from the scientific
sphere to the popular sphere, if the mediators translate it correctly. This links to the authorisation of scientists
to proclaim themselves extraneous to the processes of science communication and free to criticize errors, such
as, for instance, sensationalist framing. Fourth, that a deficit model of science communication is a linear process, where the scientific source, context and the popular target context can be sharply separated, with only the
former influencing the latter (Bucchi, 2008, pp. 58–59).
According to Ursula Plesner,“the knowledge society” can be described as a field of discursivity, where discourses
are constituted through constant articulatory practices. Hegemonic struggles between Humboldtian ideals of
pure research and Mode 2 ideals of research (e.g., Nowotny, Scott and Gibbons, 2003) as practices in mutual
interplay with society, take place within the knowledge society. These ideals acquire their position in relation to
one another and are never fully fixed (Plesner, 2009, p. 233).
The four departments at NTNU University Museum are Section for Exhibitions and Events; Department
of Archaeology and Cultural History; Department of Natural History, and the National Laboratory of Age
Determination.
The wolf is red listed as a threatened species in Norway, but is often considered as a problematic intruder in
local communities dependant on livestock farming. Official permission to hunt individuals that causes trouble
can be approved and the media debates nourish the tension between stakeholders such as environmentalists and
local sheep farmers. This was also the case for the Agdenes wolf. Norwegian media followed it day after day,
for months, and 300 licensed hunters were chasing it. When it was finally killed, at the border between two
municipalities, there was a local dispute over its dead body, as both parties wanted it stuffed and displayed at
the municipality building. Instead, it was sent to the University Museum in Trondheim, which is the delegated
authority to take care of the game in such cases in mid-Norway. The taxidermist immediately mounted it, and
the museum was obliged to display it, as representatives from both local communities had expressed displeasure
over the current situation and were eager to reencounter “their” wolf.
See Skavhaug, R.S., 2015: Samlerapport –Kampen om tilværelsen. (The document is digitally archived as an internal
institutional document in connection to “The Colonising Project” at the NTNU University Museum.)
See Jørgensen, 2014: Rapport –Hvem skal ut? En workshop om dyr på rødlista og svartlista. NTNU Vitenskapsmuseets
sommerskole, Sommerlarm 2014. (The document is digitally archived as an internal institutional document in
connection to “The Colonising Project” at the NTNU University Museum, along with photos and videos from
the workshops.)
See Jørgensen, 2014: Rapport –Hva skulle vi gjort uten jern? Workshop med deltakere på NTNU Vitenskapsmuseets
sommerskole 2014. (The document is digitally archived as an internal institutional document in connection to
“The Colonising Project” at the NTNU University Museum, along with photos, videos and soundtracks, and a
summary soundtrack transcript from the workshops.)
In Norwegian, “Forskerspiren”. This programme includes a systematic approach to the natural sciences and
nature studies throughout primary and lower secondary education. Pupils are inspired to observe nature,
ask questions, develop and test hypotheses, make assessments and form arguments about their results and
finally, to disseminate their work to others. These skills fit in well with the university museums` practices
of both research and research communication. See for example the website: www.naturfag.no/
tema/
vis.html?tid=1994599.
See Jørgensen, 2014: Rapport –Workshop med lærerstudenter om hvordan temaet kolonisering av natur og kultur kan gå
inn i læreplantilpassede undervisningsopplegg i grunnskolen. (The document is digitally archived as an internal institutional document in connection to “The Colonising Project” at the NTNU University Museum, along with a
soundtrack from the plenum discussion and a summary soundtrack transcript.)
See Jørgensen, 2014: Rapport –Kampen for tilværelsen? Et spill om balansen i naturen. Workshop med skolestartere fra
Midtbyen Barnehage. (The document is digitally archived as an internal institutional document in connection to
“The Colonising Project” at the NTNU University Museum.)
The Norwegian title was “Hvem skal ut?” The title referred to a popular TV show, “Nytt på nytt” (NRK).
The Norwegian Biodiversity Information Centre’s webpage: www.biodiversity.no/
J. Rosvold, personal communication, 31 May 2016.
The exhibition’s webpage is no longer available.
J. Rosvold, personal communication, 31 May 2016.
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